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ABSTRACT
Increased attention to RISC-V in Cloud, Data Center, Automotive
and Networking applications, has been fueling the move of RISC-V
to the high-performance computing scenario. However, lack of pow-
erful performance monitoring tools will result in poorly optimized
applications and, consequently, a limited computing performance.
While the RISC-V ISA already defines a hardware performance mon-
itor (HPM), current software gives limited support for monitoring
performance. In this paper we introduce extensions and modifica-
tions to the Performance analysis tools for Linux (perf/perf_events),
Linux kernel, and OpenSBI, aiming to achieve full support for the
RISC-V performance monitoring specification. Preliminary testing
and evaluation was carried out in Linux 5.7 running on a FPGA-
booted CVA6 CPU, formerly named Ariane, showing a monitoring
overhead of 0.283%.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In a High-Performance Computing era, naively porting workloads
across computing platforms results in limited computing perfor-
mance. Naturally, many factors come into play when justifying
the observed performance limitations, including poor software im-
plementations that result in high computational complexities, in
inefficient data structures and/or limited cache usage, resulting in
a memory bound execution, in execution bottlenecks, leading to
processor stalls, etc.

Hence, to optimize an application, one must first monitor the
its execution, identify the main performance bottlenecks, and then
tailor the software to best fit with the underlying hardware. Natu-
rally, this cannot be performed using sheer performance metrics
(e.g., execution time or clock cycles), as multiple factors come into
play when mapping the software to a modern computing system
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(e.g., in- vs out-of-order execution engines, pipeline stages, execu-
tion ports and corresponding latencies, re-order buffers, load/store
queues, cache organization, etc). Consequently, we easily observe
that, in the current computing scenario, there is an increasing need
to capture and analyse detailed performance metrics, in order to
allow in-depth architecture modeling and optimization procedures
(e.g. [17]).

While Intel and ARM have proprietary performance monitoring
solutions [11, 12, 22, 29], which allow software developers to take
the ultimate advantage of their hardware, RISC-V is still dependent
on custom/vendor-specific solutions with no complete support for
common performance monitoring software tools, such as PAPI
[6, 9, 14] or Oprofile [19]. Mainly, RISC-V is still not fully supported
in the Linux kernel monitoring tool Perf [5, 10, 27]. Only fixed
counters are currently supported without event configuration, and
no control over the counters is provided (e.g., pausing, enabling,
disabling).

To improve the performance analysis tools for Linux (Perf) with
support for the RISC-V performance monitoring facilities, in this
paper we propose the following software additions and modifica-
tions:

• Support the latest RISC-V HPM specification in the Linux
Perf Kernel Driver;

• Introduce RISC-V events, configurable through Perf;
• Support multiple platforms with distinct sets of events;
• An OpenSBI extension for privileged interaction with the
RISC-V performance monitoring hardware.

Considering the multiple available RISC-V implementations, and
their dissociated performance monitoring hardware implementa-
tions, we propose to consider coping strategies such as backwards
compatibility and implementation features discovery. Even so, it is
not possible to encompass all the details and specializations of the
available implementations and RISC-V specifications at once, and
therefore, we set specification version 1.11 [23] as our primarily
supported target, and try to make the software flexible to support
the majority of implementations.

This document represents early work that could be subjected
to changes due to future knowledge and realizations. In a final
form of the work, our aim is to arrive at a complete support for
Perf and eventually for other relevant performance monitoring and
optimization software (e.g., PAPI).

2 RISC-V PERFORMANCE MONITOR
The RISC-V ISA has seen a continuous ecosystem development,
from wider software compatibility to an increasing number of hard-
ware implementations [1, 3, 4, 16, 18, 21, 28, 30]. Alongside the
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Figure 1: Evolution of the RISC-V Hardware Performance Monitor specification

software and hardware, the RISC-V specification also shows an un-
interrupted evolution, driven by the growing requirements of the
RISC-V ecosystem. Since RISC-V privileged specification version
1.7 [25], a minimal performance monitoring interface was defined
(see Figure 1). From then, the specification has introduced addi-
tional counters and necessary features for access control and event
multiplexing.

2.1 Early specifications
The first RISC-V privileged specification, version 1.7, introduced
the first attempt at monitoring core’s performance. The implemen-
tation, supporting three fixed counters Cycle, Time and Retired In-
structions (CTI), allowed for baseline performance monitoring of a
RISC-V implementation, enough for calculating the Instructions per
Clock (IPC)metric. At v1.7, the PerformanceMonitoring Unit (PMU)
had all the counters accessible at user and supervisor privileges,
lacking control over non-privileged access.

Version 1.9 [24] introduced control over the privileged counter ac-
cesses, a counter-enable maskwas introduced bymeans of three reg-
isters accessible only at machine-level, and imposing read control
over the CTI counters at hypervisor, supervisor and user level. In ad-
dition, v1.9 introduced a set of counter deltas, a counter would keep
the difference between each of the lower privilege counters and the
respective machine-level counter (e.g., stime-mtime=mstime_delta).
These delta counters were removed after version 1.9. At the time,
RISC-V performance monitoring was still limited to the set of three
fixed registers, without support for general purpose or fixed-event
performance monitoring registers.

2.2 Configurable events and counters
Support for 29 additional performance monitor registers was in-
troduced with version 1.10. The Hardware Performance Moni-
tor (HPM) counters, ranging from hpmcounter3 to hpmcounter31,
can be individually configured by setting an event identifier in the
corresponding hpmevent registers, a set of XLEN-bits registers (e.g.,
XLEN = 64 in a 64-bits implementation). This amounts for, virtually,
264 selectable events for a single register, a value that surpasses
any realistic implementation, providing an overly large design flex-
ibility. The RISC-V specification states that the number, width and

supported events of each hpmcounter is platform-/implementation-
specific. Even so, HPM counters are limited to a maximum width
of 64-bits.

When setting the hpmevent registers, event 0 is considered as
the null event, and both the event configuration and the counter
registers can be hardwired to 0, indicating that no event counting
can occur. Each event counter (hpmcounter#) is writable in anWARL
(write any, read logical) scheme, allowing for each counter to be
individually reset/set [26].

2.3 Additional Features and Future Objectives
In the latest ratified specification, version 1.11 [23], individual
counter inhibition (i.e., stop counting) was introduced, allowing the
software to atomically sample events. This is accomplished through
the introduction of the mcountinhibit register, where each of the
32-bits can be set to inhibit the respective HPM counter.

Current specifications suggest that future versions could include
support for common event standardization, as to count ISA-level
metrics, such as executed floating-point or integer instructions. Sim-
ilarly, some very common andwidely supportedmicro-architectural
metrics could be standardized (e.g, L1 instruction cache misses).
Another feature that may appear in future specifications is the
support for counter overflow interrupts, allowing the software to
accurately count events that overflow the counters at a faster pace
than the event sampling occurs. Although, the occurrence of such
continuous overflowing is unlikely, considering implementations
with 64-bits counters.

2.4 Summary
At the time, the RISC-V HPM is still significantly less complex than
the x86 counterpart [8] and not comparable to the dedicated perfor-
mance analysis tools like ARM’s coresight and Intel’s PCM-based
monitoring solutions [11, 12, 22, 29]. Even so, the RISC-V HPM spec-
ification is a flexible generic performance monitoring solution, and
being open-source allows any degree of implementation freedom.
Considering the current state of the RISC-V privileged specification,
we propose, in the following section, an approach to monitor the
performance counters in RISC-V through Linux Perf.
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3 PROPOSED APPROACH AND NEW
EXTENSIONS

This work starts from the current Linux Perf implementation, de-
veloped after the RISC-V privileged specification version 1.10. This
Perf implementation provides basic support for adding, deleting,
starting and stopping software-side events. However, a significant
limitation is the inability to write to counters and event configu-
ration registers, as those writes require machine-level privilege,
not available without a dedicated OpenSBI extension. Due to the
writing limitation, it is not possible to configure events in a specific
counter, significantly limiting Perf to the fixed set of CTI counters
[10].

Considering the current limitations, our proposal starts by pro-
viding a mechanism to write and read on machine-level privileged
counters and registers, through the introduction of a new OpenSBI
extension. Additionally the kernel Perf driver and the Perf tool
were also modified. The Linux performance monitoring system is
divided into the Perf application and the kernel driver, both con-
nected through the perf_event_open system call, where the kernel
driver samples the events from the performance monitoring hard-
ware counters. An overview of the system, alongside with proposed
modifications, is depicted in Figure 2.

3.1 OpenSBI HPM Extension
To define an interface between software and hardware and pro-
vide the required privileged access to machine-level registers, the
Hardware Performance Monitoring OpenSBI extension is herein
adopted. The added OpenSBI functions are detailed in Table 1. It
allows to support reading and writing to all the privileged registers
defined in version 1.11 of the specification, namely:

• Generic Performance counters: mcycle, mtime, minstret.
• Performance counters: mhpmcounter#.
• Event configuration registers: mhpmevent#.
• Lower privilege counter access enabler/disabler: mcounteren.
• Inhibiting counter increment, mcountinhibit.

Moreover, we also add support for reading and writing directly
to the supervisor privilege scounteren register and to the user-level
hpmcounter performance counters. While this is not an absolutely
necessary feature, considering that the Linux Kernel will have suf-
ficient privilege level, it allows the code to access the counters
through an unified interface. This may be deprecated in the future
if the performance impact is non-negligible and if there is no actual
benefit at software level.

Considering the return structure of the OpenSBI handler for the
RISC-V environmental call (ecall):
struct sbi_ret {

long value;
long error;

}

it was determined that each counter/register read could be executed
in a single environmental call. Taking into account that the return
variable value is of type long, the variable size will be the same of
the implementation scalar registers (i.e., 64-bits in a 64-bit imple-
mentation, and 32-bits in a 32-bits implementation). Taking this
into account, for a 32-bits system, the process of reading any HPM
counter must be unfold in, at least, two calls, reading separately the

lower and higher 32-bits portions of mhpmcounter#. Additional calls
may eventually be necessary to compensate for the lower 32-bits
counter overflow.

The proposed OpenSBI extension will be named HPM, after the
RISC-VHardware PerformanceMonitor specification, and should be
identified by the value 0x48504d (as the direct conversion of "HPM"
from ASCII to hexadecimal). Currently, the HPM is experimental,
and thus is included in the experimental extension space with the
corresponding ID (0x0848504d).

3.2 Linux Kernel Driver Modifications
The software-level changes proposed in this work do not impact
the majority of the Linux kernel source-code. In particular, they
are limited to specific areas, such as the Perf tool code and the Perf
related RISC-V kernel portion (arch/riscv/kernel).

Asmentioned in the beginning of this section, the current RISC-V
Perf kernel implementation gives basic support for the RISC-V
HPM specification, being restricted to fixed-event counters, i.e.,
each event can only be counted from a continuously running, non-
stopable, and non-changeable counter. Moreover, the only sup-
ported events are the cycle and instret counters, having no process
for reading other HPM counters. Hence, it is not compatible with
the current RISC-V HPM specification, that allows for event config-
uration, counter inhibition and to control counter access. However,
it does provide a basic structure to work on, which we extend in
this work. We also build upon a Request for Comments kernel patch
suggested by Zong Li [13], that introduced support for the HPM
counters, through raw events, and device-tree bindings to support
platform-specific hardware events (although such patch was not
merged into the kernel). The introduced support for raw events
allows the kernel driver to configure raw, not general, performance
monitoring events, providing the necessary interfaces for adding,
enabling, disabling and removing events that are related with the
HPM counters. In addition, the support for device-tree bindings,
allows for each platform to specify its own features, such as:

• Width of Base Counters (cycle, time, instret)
• Width of Event Counters (mhpmevent#)
• Number of Event Counters
• Hardware Event Map
• Hardware Cache Event Map

The Hardware Event Map is provided as a list of key-value pairs,
where each pair matches a hardware event generic to Perf (key) to
an implementation raw hardware event (value). An example is to
use a key-value pair of branch_misses: 0x05, where the hardware
event 0x05 matches the Perf branch_misses event. The Hardware
Cache Event Map is a similar structure to Hardware Event Map,
however it maps events related to cache structures, such as L1 Read
Misses or L2 Write Accesses.

The kernel Perf implementation is responsible for two processes:
event sampling (in a general way) and interaction with the CPU
PerformanceMonitoring Unit (through OpenSBI, or directly). While
any event is being sampled, the kernel driver will enable and start
an event, proceed to take samples, and then, stop and disable the
respective event. The interaction with the CPU PMU is handled
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Figure 2: Overview of the system software structure

Table 1: OpenSBI HPM extension function calls definition.

HPM Function Output Arguments Errors
hpm_get_mevent event id mHPM event id (3 - 31) SBI_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED: if register not implemented
hpm_set_mevent mHPM event id, event id SBI_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED: if register not implemented
hpm_get_[m/u]counter value mHPM counter id (0 - 31) SBI_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED: if counter not implemented
hpm_set_[m/u] mHPM counter id, value SBI_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED: if counter not implemented
hpm_get_[m/s]counteren 32-bits bitmask SBI_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED: if not implemented
hpm_set_[m/s]counteren 32-bits bitmask SBI_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED: if not implemented
hpm_get_mcountinhibit 32-bits bitmask SBI_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED: if not implemented

hpm_set_mcountinhibit 32-bits bitmask SBI_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED: if not implemented
SBI_ERR_DENIED: on trying to inhibit time counter

at each of the mentioned steps. The introduced modifications in-
clude the interaction between the driver and the configuration reg-
isters (mhpmevent#, mcounteren), which are accomplished through
OpenSBI, to provide machine-level access. Furthermore, and to de-
crease performancemonitoring overheads, we configure mcounteren
to allow for supervisor-level read access, to achieve direct read ac-
cess from the kernel to the HPM counters.

Additionally, we introduced changes to how the events arematched
to each counter. While an event could be matched to any counter,
where an implementation would provide from 0 to 29 completely
generic HPM counters, we alternatively propose that the mapping
of each event is constrained to a specific set of counters (provid-
ing native support for hardware-friendly implementations where
counters and associated events are constrained to specific pipeline
stages). To achieve this, any raw event identifier contains two pa-
rameters: the event itself and the counter map. The event identifier
is a numeric value to be interpreted by the CPU PMU through the
mhpmevent# registers, not constrained to any particular logic (e.g.,
event classes and sub-classes). In contrast, the counter map is pro-
posed as a 32-bit value, each event has one and only one associated
counter map, where each active bit indicates that the corresponding
HPM counter is unable to count the event, as depicted in Figure 3.
This additional parameter allows any event to be matched to any
number and selection of HPM counters.

31 3 030 4
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Figure 3: Counter Map for event to HPM counter matching.

3.3 Perf Tool Modifications
The kernel driver is responsible for the actual sampling, the Perf tool
acts as the frontend for event counting, providing a user interface
for event listing (perf list), performance analysis (perf stat, monitor,
record, report), and a set of simple benchmarks (perf bench). The
modifications introduced by this work attempt to give support for
raw events in a flexible and platform-specific way. In particular, the
modifications can be separated in two sets, CPU identification and
events mapping.

To be able to map the set of events available in a specific proces-
sor, system or platform, we need to identify which CPU is executing
Perf. According to the RISC-V ISA and OpenSBI specifications, each
RISC-V implementation has a publicly available architecture ID
[20], that is readable through an OpenSBI read of the RISC-V CSR
marchid. Considering specific implementations can be under the
same architecture ID, it is possible to get additional identification
of the implemented CPU through another OpenSBI read to the
CSR mimpid, getting the specific implementation identifier. Taking
into account the architecture and implementation identifiers, we
consider that an absolute identification can be made by merging
together the lower 24-bits of the architecture identifier to the lower
8-bits of the implementation identifier (see Figure 4). The choice
of value widths can provide up to 224 ≈ 17𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑜𝑛 different archi-
tectures and 28 = 256 implementations of each architecture, it is
expect that these values will not be a future constraint.

31 7 08
Perf-CPU
Identifier

Architecture ID

1

Implementation ID

24-bits 8-bits

Figure 4: CPU unique identification for Perf events.
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Each CPU Identifier can be mapped to a set of files containing
fully described events. This is achieved through a mapping file in
CSV format, with the example structure:

CPU Identifier , File Version , Events Filename , Events Type
0x300 , 0 , CVA6 , core
0x500 , 0 , SPIKE , core
0x200 , 0 , BOOM , core
...

Where the CPU Identifier is defined according to the mentioned
rules, the File Version is currently unused, the Events Filename
is set to the name of directory containing the events description,
and the Events Type describes the type of events the PMU speci-
fies. Each directory specified by the Events Filename column can
contain multiple files in the Java Script Object Notation (JSON)
format. Usually each file describes an event group from one specific
category (e.g., pipeline, memory, instructions, etc.), and each of the
JSON files will contain one to multiple events, with the following
structure:

{
"Public Description ": "This is an example event ,
for demonstration purposes.",
"Brief Description ": "This is an example event."
"Event Code" : "0x11",
"Counter Mask" : "0xF8FF",
"Event Name" : "EXAMPLE_EVENT",

}

For this example, the Event Code 0x11 will be used to configure
the mhpmevent# registers of the available counters selected by the
Counter Mask value, where 0xF8FF specifies that the counters 8, 9
and 10 can be used to sample the event.

When monitoring performance, the selected events will be for-
warded to the kernel driver, that in turn will handle the event to
counter mapping and HPM event configuration. The kernel driver
will, in turn, schedule each event or, in alternative, multiplex a set
of events in the respective register, allowing for multiple events
to be sampled in one workload execution, at the cost of samples
accuracy. This process is depicted in Figure 2.

3.4 Summary
The modifications to the kernel, Perf and OpenSBI (enfatised in
Figure 2), allowed us to take advantage of the RISC-V HPM specifi-
cation. However, the retro-compatibility, and the divergence in the
already implemented platforms poses challenges which must be
faced during setup and testing of the performance monitoring soft-
ware. In our current implementation, the hardware event and cache
event maps (defined through the device tree bindings) are working
as fixed-events, each mapping attaches the respective event to a
specific counter. Consequently, this works for defined fixed-event
counters, and does not have the flexibility of Perf mapping solution.
Therefore, due to the inferior capabilities and increased difficulty of
maintaining both solutions, the device-tree configurable events may
be removed. Moreover, to better identify which processor features
are available, we aim at using OpenSBI to discover registers capabil-
ities and determine, at run-time, which features are implemented.
Additionally, and to prevent illegal access to registers, the OpenSBI
extension may be modified to prevent accesses that are not avail-
able in the platform, returning a descriptive error indicating that
the feature is not supported. Through the OpenSBI capabilities and

Table 2: Available fixed performance events for the CVA6
platform.

Event Counter
Cycles mcycle
Instructions Retired minstret
ICache Misses mhpmcounter3
DCache Misses mhpmcounter4
ITLB Misses mhpmcounter5
DTLB Misses mhpmcounter6
Loads mhpmcounter7
Stores mhpmcounter8
Taken Exceptions mhpmcounter9
Exceptions Returned mhpmcounter10
Branches and Jumps mhpmcounter11
Calls mhpmcounter12
Returns mhpmcounter13
Mispredicted Branches mhpmcounter14
Scoreboard Full mhpmcounter15
Instruction Fetch Empty mhpmcounter16

the Perf kernel driver we seek to achieve a good balance between a
low performance overhead and powerful performance monitoring
capabilities.

4 DEVELOPMENTS AND RESULTS
Initial testing and developmentwas started in QEMU [2, 16] through
the implementation of version 1.11 of the privileged HPM specifi-
cation. While QEMU is a flexible, fast and powerful platform for
software development, mainlywhen there is lack of widely available
hardware, it is difficult to emulate specific hardware. In particular,
while there were no major difficulties in providing read and write
access to the emulated configuration registers and performance
counters, counting actual performance values proved unfeasible in
practice.

The first attempt of emulating performance counters was to
increase each counter by a randomized value on each counter read.
While the strategy was simple, there was no validity to the obtained
results. A temporary alternative solution was to pause the emulated
system, execute the gem5 simulator [15] with the corresponding
application, and use the filesystem to retrieve gem5 statistics onto
QEMU. Evidently, pausing QEMU execution during a performance
counter evaluation was not feasible, and although the results could
have some validity, the counter sampling sequence was not realistic,
as only one of the samples would actually increment. Another
solution could be to execute an actual performance monitoring
of the host system through Perf, although intuitively this would
result in the same problems of the prior solution. Considering these
limitations, QEMU was used to develop the majority of software
and to perform initial testing.

To evaluate the solution in a real RISC-V platform, we set with
the CVA6 [28] core (previously named Ariane), executing on an
FPGA at 100 MHz, running Linux 5.7.0 with BusyBox 1.31.1. The
choice of system was due to availability and we expect to widen the
testing platforms in the future. Currently, our CVA6 implementation
only supports the fixed-event counters detailed in Table 2.
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Table 3: Computed metrics from performance monitoring of the CoreMark benchmark.

Metric Events
Branch MissRate 18.14% Mispredictions / Branches, Calls, Returns
L1D MissRate 0.95% L1D Misses / Loads, Stores
L1I MissRate 0.58% L1I Misses / Instructions
ScoreBoard Full (cycles) 0.38% ScoreBoard Full Cycles / Cycles
Instruction Fetch Empty (cycles) 10.12% IF Empty Cycles / Cycles
Instructions Per Cycle 0.6195 Instructions / Cycles
Translation MissRate (Data) 0.00% Data TLB Misses / Loads, Stores
Translation MissRate (Instructions) 0.47% Instructions TLB Misses / Instructions

With our extensions and modifications, it is now possible to list
these events when running perf list on top of the CVA6 implemen-
tation. Outputting the following list of available events (shortened
for better representation):

branch -instructions OR branches [Hardware event]
branch -misses [Hardware event]
cache -misses [Hardware event]
...
alignment -faults [Software event]
...
iTLB -load -misses [Hardware cache event]

branch:
ariane_branch_jump

[Branches/jumps count]
...
ariane_ret

[Returns count]

cache:
ariane_dtlb_miss

[Data TLB miss]
...
ariane_store

[Data loads]

pipeline:
ariane_exception

[Exceptions count]
...
riscv_cycles

[CPU cycles]

The CoreMark [7] benchmark was used to further test through
actual performance monitoring. Version 1.0 of CoreMark was exe-
cuted in the CVA6 core and monitored under (perf stat), achieving
a performance of 174.59 points at 100 MHz. The Perf stat command
reported the following monitored events during execution:

Performance counter stats for '/bin/coremark ':
236011286 ariane_branch_jump

5312578 ariane_call
44038701 ariane_mis_predict
1406812 ariane_ret

1118 ariane_dtlb_miss
6869722 ariane_itlb_miss
2786559 ariane_l1_dcache_miss
8443755 ariane_l1_icache_miss

229104327 ariane_load
64628214 ariane_store

22486 ariane_exception
22486 ariane_exception_ret

239773306 ariane_if_empty
9094173 ariane_sb_full

2368685119 riscv_cycles
1467339227 riscv_instret

23.779291520 seconds time elapsed

23.578690000 seconds user
0.139518000 seconds sys

By adding metrics support in Perf, the values in Table 3 can be au-
tomatically computed after monitoring an application performance.
Through multiple executions of the CoreMark benchmark, with
and without Perf monitoring, the performance penalty of using
Perf was determined as 0.283%, for this benchmark.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
In this paper a RISC-V compatible performance monitoring solu-
tion is proposed, allowing for developers to do platform-specific
code optimization for RISC-V processors. While there was already
initial support for RISC-V performance monitoring through the
Performance analysis tools for Linux (Perf), it was not comprehen-
sive enough and supported only cycles and instructions counting.
Although that version of Perf did not support the latest ISA spec-
ification, we introduce support through simple modifications to
the Perf Kernel driver and to the Perf application, alongside with
a new extension to OpenSBI that enables interaction with higher
privilege configuration registers.

Despite Perf utilization being declining over time, mainly due to
the takeover of Intel and ARM proprietary platforms, we consider
this as an opportunity for Perf. Considering the open-source nature
of RISC-V, it is only natural to rely on open-source tools. At this
concern, Perf is a powerful, extendable and comprehensive perfor-
mance monitoring tool for RISC-V, provides the natural interface
for higher level libraries (e.g., PAPI).

While this proposal tackles the interface between events and
the RISC-V hardware performance monitoring facility, there are
other open-source initiatives, through Kernel patches, that seek to
improve Perf with alternative or complimentary objectives (e.g.,
supporting firmware level events). Accounting that this paper rep-
resents an early work, the presented proposal may be improved by
merging with upcoming opportunities or diverging ideas. Further-
more, we seek to further test the proposed performance monitoring
approach and to apply it in ASIC RISC-V hardware, such as the
Hi-Five Boards and the upcoming BeagleBones BeagleV board.
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